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New From East View

**National Palace Museum Journals Archive**
The National Palace Museum Journals Archive (故宮期刊知識庫) is a full-image full-text searchable database of the four art journals from 1966 to present published by the National Palace Museum in Taipei, Taiwan. See page 6

**Chinese Calligraphy and Inscription Collection**
The Chinese Calligraphy and Inscription Collection (歷代書法碑帖集成) offers scholars outstanding examples of Chinese calligraphic inscriptions, with 4,268 significant, classical works presenting approximately 1.7 million characters and variants. See page 15

**The Continent Magazine Digital Archive**
Works from leading Taiwanese and foreign scholars in the fields of history, classics, philosophy, literature, religion, anthropology, sociology, political science, economics, textual research, and fine arts, with a general focus on Chinese culture and greater China. See page 6

**Southeast Asian Newspapers Open Access Collection**
Newspapers from Myanmar (formerly Burma), Indonesia, Philippines, Thailand, and Vietnam, and featuring multiple languages such as Dutch, English, French, Javanese, Spanish, and Vietnamese are found in this new Open Access collection See page 10

**COMING SOON! South Asian Newspapers Collection**
With reportage dating as far back as the 1850s, the South Asian Newspapers collection provides a wealth of coverage and perspectives on major regional and global events of the 19th and 20th centuries. The collection covers several countries, including Afghanistan, Bangladesh (formerly East Pakistan), India, Nepal, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka, and features multiple languages such as Bengali, Dari, English, Nepali, and more.
CHINA ACADEMIC JOURNALS

China Academic Journals (CAJ), the largest and most continuously updated Chinese journal database in the world, offers comprehensive access to an impressive range of academic journals in all disciplines from the People’s Republic of China. Contents start from 1994 to present, with over 70 million full-text articles.


CENTURY JOURNALS PROJECT

Expand your China Academic Journals collection backfile with the Century Journals Project (CJP). This retrospective collection from the People’s Republic of China covers much of the 20th century to 1993 and augments a CAJ subscription. With millions of full-text articles, CJP covers the economic, political, scientific, philosophical, and cultural development of the PRC.


CHINESE CULTURAL JOURNALS

An alternative package of China Academic Journals geared toward users focused on visual content. Offering illustration-rich journals from the humanities.


ACADEMICFOCUS – IN ENGLISH

A comprehensive resource of English content from China, including original English academic journals published in mainland China, select content from top Chinese academic journals translated into English, and English-language proceedings from conferences held in mainland China.

ACADEMIC IMAGE LIBRARY
学术图片库（海外版）
Discover new research material using existing images. With one-stop access to academic images from documents found in CNKI’s China Academic Journals (CAJ) and China Reference Works Online (CRWO) databases, this platform is a search tool to find academic images of Chinese history, geography, literature, art, philosophy, religion, culture and education. Find images then explore relevant research interests and related documents, including the image’s source text.

Format: Online, with a simplified Chinese or English language interface. Producer: Tongfang Knowledge Network. Platform: China National Knowledge Infrastructure. Learn more: eastview.com/academic-image-library

CHINA DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS/MASTER’S THESES
中国优秀博硕士学位论文全文数据库
Contains nearly 450,000 doctoral dissertations and over 4.4 million master’s theses from over 500 PhD-granting and over 775 masters-granting institutions throughout the People’s Republic of China, including the Chinese Academy of Sciences and the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences.


CHINA PROCEEDINGS OF CONFERENCES
中国重要会议论文全文数据库
The China Proceedings of Conferences Database (CPCD) offers insight into academic discourse from the People’s Republic of China. Through its partnerships with over 10,500 academic societies and associations, CPCD includes over 2.5 million papers from over 20,000 domestic conference proceedings (with some going as far back as 1953) and nearly 890,000 papers from over 8,900 international conferences. More than 100,000 new proceedings are added annually.


CHINA REFERENCE WORKS ONLINE
中国工具书网络出版总库
China Reference Works Online is a remarkable interactive collection that integrates Chinese encyclopedias, handbooks, thesauruses, dictionaries and similar reference tools into one searchable database, with more than 10,000 volumes, and over 700,000 images. All terms are interlinked and deep linked to other resources. In-depth indexing, classification, and editing provide a useful online learning resource.


CHINA MONOGRAPHIC SERIALS
中国辑刊全文数据库
A resource of Chinese academic literature published irregularly and assigned ISBNs. In the gray area between journals and book or reference-like resources, these database resources contain high-quality, peer-reviewed research. These serials are in volumes and are organized by year, issue, and other bibliographic information, dating back to 1979.

SINICA SINOWEB FROM ACADEMIA SINICA
台灣文獻叢刊
This in-depth, complete, and accurate research tool of Taiwan humanities covers the latest archaeological findings from the prestigious Bulletin of the History and Philology Institute or access the Contemporary Neo-Confucianism Database, Legein Monthly, containing the most complete writings of the great master of Mou Zong-San (牟宗三). Sinica Sinoweb delivers these and more from the deep archives of Acadamia Sinica in Taipei. 14 journals covering modern and oral history, philology, drama and art, Chinese literature and philosophy, and more. Content published as early as 1928.


TAIWAN JOURNALS SEARCH
臺灣人社百刊
A collection of scholarly humanities and social sciences journals, dating from 1972 to present, from Taiwan. This is the only full-text searchable database of its kind from Taiwan with 75% of the content made up of core journals of Taiwan. Most of the humanities journals found in the database are complete runs, from the first issue.


JAPANESE COLONIAL PERIODICALS OF TAIWAN
日治時期期刊集成資料庫
Archives of 85 periodicals published in Taiwan during the period of Japanese colonial occupation (1895-1945) are found in this multi-disciplinary database for in-depth research on the social, economic, industrial, educational and other aspects of Taiwan’s history during the Japanese colonial period.


NEW! NATIONAL PALACE MUSEUM JOURNALS ARCHIVE
故宮期刊知識庫
This full-image full-text searchable database holds archives for four art journals from 1966 to present published by the National Palace Museum in Taipei, Taiwan. The NPM is regarded as the preeminent source of cultural artifacts of the entirety of greater China, as it encompasses materials originally held in the Forbidden City. All told, it accommodates nearly 700,000 artworks that cover the 5,000-year long history of China.


NEW! THE CONTINENT MAGAZINE
大陸雜誌
Published from 1950-2002, The Continent was founded in the wake of Mainland China’s Maoist revolution by leading scholars of Taiwan’s most prestigious academic institution, the Academia Sinica. Covering a wide range of social sciences disciplines, the general focus was on Chinese culture and greater China.

THE EASTERN MISCELLANY
東方雜誌
An important publication of Republican-era China, The Eastern Miscellany (1904-1948) covers China’s best social, literary, and political commentary during a period of extraordinary transition, from the collapse of the Qing Dynasty, through periods of warlord rule, Japanese invasion, World War II, communist revolution, and the formation of today’s People’s Republic of China. The editorial staff included a number of prominent contemporary Chinese intellectuals.


LIONART
雄獅美術知識庫
Lionart’s (1971-1996) enriched the Chinese arts field by introducing avant-garde concepts from the Western world and supporting emerging artists, arts and humanities from Taiwan and Greater China for a quarter of a century. Lionart also gave artists, critics, and intellectuals a platform to share their thoughts and reactions during and after the period of martial law (1949-1987).


MODERN CHINA
近代中國
Founded in 1977 by the Historical Commission of the Kuomintang Party, Modern China is a resource for the history of the Republic of China, the Revolutionary Martyrs archives, and Revolutionary documents of China. With first-hand historic materials from the Kuomintang authorities, Modern China (1977-2005) combines archives and historic research not found anywhere else. Contains more than 5,000 articles covering 49,300 figures and 40,520 historical events.


ZHUANJI WENXUE
傳記文學 BIOGRAPHY LITERATURE MAGAZINE
The essential biographical reference source for important figures in the Republic of China from the first issue in 1962 to date, in full-image and full-text. The journal is known for its first-person accounts by famous people, articles by those who crossed paths with historical figures, and eyewitness reports of significant events.

CHINA ECONOMY, PUBLIC POLICY, AND SECURITY (PISHU)

Published by the prestigious Social Sciences Academic Press (SSAP), a branch of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, pishu (皮书, literally, ‘cover-books’) contain comprehensive, hard-hitting analysis on issues important in China today, setting the tone for how China approaches issues or development.


CHINESE SOCIAL SCIENCE LIBRARY

An authoritative e-book library from China Social Sciences Press, one of China’s premier academic publishers. Contains over 14,000 e-books written by scholars from major institutions on a broad range of topics including philosophy, religion, history, archaeology, literature, art, economics, and politics, with new titles added bimonthly.


ZHANG LETIAN FIELDWORK DATABASE

张乐天联民村数据库

From 1954 to 1982, Professor Zhang Letian, a well-known expert in the field of development and transformation of rural China, collected rare materials while conducting fieldwork in his ancestral village of Lianmin (Haining, Zhejiang Province). This rare primary source material from Mao-era China was digitized and offers a remarkable glimpse of everyday life and social development in a typical Chinese village during an era of great change.

CHINA YEARBOOKS
中国年鉴全文数据库
Access authoritative facts and statistics of national and regional significance in the People's Republic of China from 1949 to present.Researchers can search by region, industry, or population segment using key data indicators referring to politics, the economy, science, technology, culture, and education. Contains over 5,300 yearbooks with over 41,500 volumes.

CHINA STATISTICAL YEARBOOKS
中国统计年鉴数据库
A collection of official statistical and census data published by the government of the People's Republic of China covering a wide range of economic, social, and environmental topics. The database integrates statistical data search and data mining analysis, and allows users to download customized tables.

NATIONAL POPULATION CENSUS OF CHINA

CHINA LEGAL KNOWLEDGE
中国法律知识资源库
China Legal Knowledge Database offers current access to legal content, laws and regulations, legal journals, and cases, in the Chinese language, from 1979. Users can follow the development of legislation, court decisions, and commentary to research the past development and current state of legal thought in the People's Republic of China.

CHINALAWINFO
A comprehensive online resource of Chinese laws and regulations, judicial cases, court judgments, treaties, foreign and international laws, arbitration awards, interpretations, commentaries, and more, from the central to local levels. Special sections deal with tax law, World Trade Organization treaties, and other areas of specialized interest, while the “Annotated Chinese Laws” section helps users understand the context and meaning of more than 100 Chinese laws. Related laws, regulations, cases, and law review articles are hyperlinked together, to give further context to users.

LAWINFOCHINA
A companion to ChinaLawInfo, LawInfoChina offers high-quality English-language translations of key Chinese legal documents in a database specifically tailored to the needs of global organizations and researchers who need to understand the Chinese legal landscape but cannot conduct research in Chinese.
Open Access Collections
from the East View Global Press Archive
Center for Research Libraries Alliance

Open Access to these collections are made possible through the generous support of the Center for Research Libraries and its member institutions. Find out more about the East View Global Press Archive at eastview.com/gpa.

LATE QING AND REPUBLICAN-ERA CHINESE NEWSPAPERS — AN OPEN ACCESS COLLECTION

The first half of the twentieth century began with the demise of China’s last imperial dynasty, the Great Qing, and ended with the foundation of the People’s Republic of China in October 1949. Following the 1912 establishment of China’s first post-imperial government, the Republic of China, the country experienced both industrial and social revolution, a civil war during which communist and nationalist forces battled to shape the country’s future, and looming external threats during both world wars.

The Late Qing and Republican-Era Chinese Newspapers collection provides invaluable perspective on this critical period.


SOUTHEAST ASIAN NEWSPAPERS

The Southeast Asian Newspapers collection chronicles the changes that took place throughout the region during and after the period of colonialism, and the challenges of early statehood. Covering several countries from the region, including Myanmar (formerly Burma), Indonesia, Philippines, Thailand, and Vietnam, and featuring multiple languages such as Dutch, English, French, Javanese, Spanish, and Vietnamese, the Southeast Asian Newspapers collection incorporates a wealth of coverage and perspectives on major regional and global events of the late 19th and 20th centuries.


NEW GPA CRL ALLIANCE COLLECTION COMING SOON! SOUTH ASIAN NEWSPAPERS

SHEN BAO

The very first newspaper in China with a Chinese editorial staff, Shen Bao (historically transliterated as Shun Pao or Shen-pao) was established in 1872 in Shanghai and is regarded as the most influential and oldest commercial newspaper before the establishment of the People’s Republic. Known as the “encyclopedia of modern Chinese history,” Shen Bao documented the major political, military, cultural, economic and social events and news stories from the late Qing Dynasty to the Minguo Period (The Republic of China, 1911-1949).


RENMIN RIBAO

Renmin Ribao, known in English as The People’s Daily, is the official newspaper of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China and the central newspaper of record for the modern Chinese state. Since its founding in 1946, Renmin Ribao has published the official policies and viewpoints of China’s central government and has been the voice of the upper echelons of power in the People’s Republic of China.


GUANGMING RIBAO

光明日報

Guangming Ribao, launched on June 16, 1949, by the China Democratic League, originally represented the eight minority “democratic” parties in China. In more modern times, the paper joined the mainstream of party publications. Today, Guangming Ribao is an influential daily, specifically in the fields of science, technology, education, and culture, with readership amongst state agencies, universities, schools, the
armed forces, and in intellectual circles. With correspondents resident in many countries worldwide, Guangming Ribao also reports on international news from a Chinese perspective.


JIEFANGJUN BAO – PLA DAILY
解放軍報

Jiefangjun Bao (PLA (People’s Liberation Army) Daily) is the official newspaper of the military of the People’s Republic of China. The publication was established on January 1, 1956, and functions as the authoritative media of the Chinese People’s Liberation Army to release military news and comprehensive military-related information. East View offers the entire run of PLA Daily on the Universal Database™ platform, in full text, with an English-language interface.


TAIWAN NICHINICHI SHINPÔ
臺灣日日新報

Taiwan Nichinichi Shinpô (1898-1944), the official newspaper of the Taiwanese government under Japanese colonial rule, was the longest running and most widely circulated newspaper in Taiwan during that era. The newspaper chronicled events during a period of particularly dynamic changes in legislation, social hierarchy, and politics. Taiwan Nichinichi Shinpô is a full-image/full-text database, with robust search functions, metadata, and over 3 million indexed headlines.


COMMUNIQUÉ OF THE TAIWAN SÔTOKUFU
台灣總督府府報資料庫

Japanese colonization of Taiwan began in 1895, with Japan establishing the Sôtokufu, or Office of the Governor-General, shortly thereafter. The Communiqué of the Taiwan Sôtokufu was the official gazette of the Office of the Governor-General, in which laws and decrees were published during the 50-year Japanese colonial occupation of Taiwan. Material included in the database covers the Meiji period (1896-1912), Taishô period (1912-1926) and Shôwa period (1926-1945).

APABI NEWSPAPERS
阿帕比中华数字书苑 - 数字报纸

The Apabi Newspapers Database is the result of an unprecedented mass collaboration between Beijing’s Founder Apabi and hundreds of major Chinese newspaper publishers. With complete content from over 400 newspapers from all provinces of the People’s Republic of China, newspapers in the database are presented in full image/full text, are cross-searchable and available daily on a best-in-class platform. Coverage of some titles in the database date back to the very first issue, as early as 1949.


CHINA CORE NEWSPAPERS
中国重要报纸全文数据库

The China Core Newspaper database (CCND) collects individual news articles of interest from a sample of news media from 23 provinces, five regions and four major cities of the People’s Republic of China. Aggregated and easy to search at one convenient URL, CCND contains over 19 million articles from over 650 titles, providing timely insights into almost every aspect of China’s daily life from 2000-present.


THE CURRENT DIGEST OF THE CHINESE PRESS

Each week, The Current Digest of the Chinese Press presents the reader with a digestible collection of Chinese press materials, all in English. Selected articles cover a wide variety of topics, such as politics, international relations, security, economics, business, public health, environment, education, culture and more. The Current Digest’s mission is to provide the reader with a comprehensive, broad picture of the news published in China, be it domestic, international or related to other states of the Asia Pacific region. The Current Digest of the Chinese Press offers all readers, regardless of Chinese language ability, a much clearer and more robust view of the current Chinese reality and is a great addition to any English-language resource collection. See more information about The Current Digest of the Chinese Press on page 20.

CNKI ACADEMIC E-BOOKS
中国学术典藏图书库

China National Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI) now offers an e-book collection giving researchers access to more than 14,000 academic and historical e-books from China’s most authoritative scholarly publishers. With new e-books added continuously, CNKI has established agreements with more than 35 authoritative publishing houses, including The Yellow River Publishing Media Group, Zhejiang Publishing Group, Tianjin Ancient Books Publishing House, China Renmin University Press, and more. All publications are specially selected for the needs of academic research and are mainly historical, informative, and research-oriented. E-books are classified into six subjects: Literature/History/Philosophy, Economics & Management, Politics/Military Affairs/Law, Education & Social Sciences, Traditional Chinese Medicine, and Architecture/ Energy/Technology.

Coverage: 1905-present, more than 14,000 titles, including more than 750 bilingual Chinese-English publications. Format: Full-image/full-text database, with simplified Chinese or English language interface. E-books may be read online or downloaded as PDF with no need for any additional reader and in the original book format. Producer: Tongfang Knowledge Network Ltd. Platform: China National Knowledge Infrastructure. Learn more: eastview.com/cnki-academic-ebooks

APABI E-BOOKS
阿帕比中华数字书苑 - 电子图书

In conjunction with nearly 500 publishing houses, the Apabi E-Books Database is an impressive library of nearly 800,000 full-image/full-text e-books. Produced by Beijing’s Founder Apabi, a leader in digital publishing technology and the premier source for e-books from China, the Apabi E-Books Database encompasses all genres. Although emphasis is on recently published works, holdings begin from 1949.


E-BOOK APPROVAL PLANS

East View also offers an e-book Approval Plan service, which provides access to any e-book in a specific subject area. We help your library choose from a range of subject areas, from science, literature, and linguistics, to geography and history. E-books that fall within the profile are made accessible at intervals determined by the library. Titles come from the Apabi E-Books database. This robust e-book platform puts your library in control of usage policies. Stable URLs allow linking on a database level or on individual title levels. See more information about other types of Approval Plans offered by East View on page 22.
**CHINA COMPREHENSIVE GAZETTEERS**
中国综合方志库

This is an online collection of historic *difangzhi*地方志 with more than 6,500 titles available. The source of the original materials is the collection at the National Library of China, whose holdings are extensive and often unique. This vast collection of *difangzhi* spans eight centuries (1229-1949), spanning all of China’s regions and covering vast historical periods, from the Northern Sung Dynasty up to the establishment of the People’s Republic of China. CCG also includes source materials, dictionaries, specialized works on topography, palaces, gardens, travel and even foreign travel.


**SIKU QUANSHU ONLINE**
四库全书 COMPLETE LIBRARY OF FOUR TREASURES

Compiled by edict of Emperor Qianlong, the *Siku Quanshu* is undisputed as the largest single assembly of Chinese classical works in the world with 3,000 years of Chinese knowledge. The definitive Wenyuange edition of the *Siku Quanshu* encompasses 3,460 works, totaling more than 36,000 volumes in a fully online format. This monumental work is the result of contributions by hundreds of editors and noted scholars, and is enhanced by previously unavailable tools to enhance research.

Format: Full-text retrieval and full-image browsing, with simplified Chinese or English language interfaces. Producer and Platform: Digital Heritage. Learn more: eastview.com/siku-quanshu

**TAIWAN WENXIAN CONGKAN**
台灣文獻叢刊 THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF TAIWAN

Covering the period from the Tang Dynasty to the Japanese Occupation, this is the most comprehensive historical resource for understanding Taiwan. With abstracts and indexing from thousands of books, this covers history, geography, local customs, politics, economics, sociology, laws, and culture, including poems and out-of-print books.


**TAIWAN WENXIAN CONGKAN XU BIAN**
臺灣文獻叢刊續編 THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF TAIWAN CONTINUATION

New books, archives and literature that cover geographic accounts, local customs, poems, literature, political archives, official documents, civil affairs, war records, records of coastal defenses, the actions of Japanese pirates, the “228 Incident,” the face-off between Zheng Cheng-Gong and the Manchu court, historical records of the Nan Ming dynasty, and more.


**BIAODIAN GUJIN TUSHU JICHENG**
標點古今圖書集成 THE COMPLETE CLASSICS COLLECTION OF ANCIENT CHINA

Edited by Chen Meng-lei, a renowned scholar of the Qing Dynasty, this is the first punctuated version of its kind, including works on astronomy, geography, history, philosophy, literature, politics, economics, art, education, agriculture, medicine, and more. At one time, only members of the royal court could view these texts, but now it is available online in a searchable database.

**CHINA ART DIGITAL LIBRARY**
中国艺术作品库
An expansive collection of works of Chinese fine arts, including paintings, calligraphy/seal cutting, sculpture, folk art, etc. China Art Digital Library comprises art images from a growing collection of albums, museum and exhibition catalogs, while its unique “Images + Literature” feature provides references and links to relevant content in China Academic Journals (CAJ) and China Doctoral Dissertations/Master’s Theses (CDMD).


**APABI ZHONGHUA SHUZI SHU YUAN YISU TUKU**
阿帕比中华数字书苑 - 艺术图库 APABI CHINESE FINE ARTS
Online archives of classical Chinese content, with images of ancient clothing, pictures from 20th century China, ancient Chinese design, and more. Chronological classifications give insight on the historical development of all Chinese art forms. Produced in conjunction with the leading museums of China.


**NEW! CHINESE CALLIGRAPHY AND INSCRIPTION COLLECTION**
歷代書法碑帖集成 LIDAI SHUFA BEITIE JICHENG
To discuss Chinese art without knowledge of calligraphy is nearly impossible. Encapsulating the quintessential elements of Chinese culture, calligraphy can be regarded as the core of Chinese art. This collection offers scholars outstanding examples of Chinese calligraphic inscriptions, with 4,268 significant, classical works presenting approximately 1.7 million characters and variants. Covering the period of the Xia to Qing Dynasty (c. 2070 BC-1911), the collection integrates single-character photos and full-work images with full-text searching, and features the ability to search the Taiwanese Ministry of Education’s landmark reference publication, the Dictionary of Chinese Character Variants.

THE JAPAN NEWS

Launched in 1955, The Japan News is an English-language daily published by The Yomiuri Shimbun, a leading Japanese newspaper. The Japan News has witnessed and recorded dramatic changes in Japanese society during the Showa, Heisei and Reiwa eras. Drawing on The Yomiuri Shimbun’s extensive news coverage network, The Japan News is an excellent source of both domestic and foreign news in various genres, including politics, economy and culture.


THE JAPAN TIMES

Since 1897, The Japan Times has reported daily in English on the people, places and goings-on in and beyond Japanese society. Launched when Japanese society was undergoing fundamental changes to social structures, economy, military, and foreign relations, The Japan Times offers a unique point of view on local, national and international news.


THE JAPAN TIMES OF THE 1860S

Two English-language newspapers in Japan have gone by the name of The Japan Times. This title was the first, published from September 1865 to June 1866, at the end of the Edo Period. Coverage includes articles from Ernest Satow, an influential British diplomat during the Meiji Restoration, diaries of Japanese delegates to Europe, notices from embassies in Japan, cargo manifests, passengers on incoming and outgoing ships, port calls by vessels of war, and more.


THE JAPAN ADVERTISER

The Japan Advertiser was a hub of news written by and for missionaries, diplomats, merchants and journalists who were based in Japan in the early half of the 20th century. Many of The Japan Advertiser’s reporters also worked as correspondents for American and British newspapers and wire services, enabling them to draw upon the networks of contacts they had built up covering stories in the West, China and other parts of East Asia. With content aimed at American and European residents, The Japan Advertiser did include columns focused on US and British news, but also a local focus with articles written by Japanese government officials, military officers, well-known individuals, and letters from readers.


THE JAPAN TIMES CURRENTS

Online access to The Japan Times at www.japantimes.co.jp is now available for subscription. Contact info@eastview.com for more details.

JAPAN CENSUS COLLECTIONS

When initially acquired, Japanese census data is stored in a complex database structure, with attribute descriptions in Japanese, limiting access to those with significant database management and programming experience. East View has simplified access, formatting the collection into an easy-to-use geodatabase which can be visualized using any GIS software as well as providing a comprehensive guide. Additionally, East View provides the original census documentation, allowing researchers to see first-hand how the data was gathered. East View offers the 1995 Census and 2015 Census. Learn more: eastview.com/japan-census-data
MAINICHI SHIMBUN “MAISAKU”
毎日新聞 DAILY NEWS

The Mainichi Shimbun (Daily News) is the oldest existing Japanese daily newspaper with a history spanning over 140 years. Dramatic and fundamental changes were taking place in Japan during the Meiji era (1868-1912) when reforms were implemented in education, economics, military, foreign relations, and politics. During these transformative years, two newspapers were established: the Tokyo Nichi Nichi Shimbun 東京日日新聞, in 1872, and the Osaka Nippo 大阪日報, in 1876. The two papers merged in 1911, and were placed under the Mainichi Shimbun masthead in 1943. Mainichi Shimbun continues to be one of the most important daily newspapers in Japan today.


THE RAFU SHIMPO
羅府新報 L.A. JAPANESE DAILY NEWS

The Rafu Shimpo is the preeminent Japanese American newspaper in the United States. The paper began in 1903 supporting the small but growing Japanese community in the Little Tokyo area of Los Angeles, California. By the 1940s it was the most widely circulated paper in the region and included a weekly English section for second generation Japanese Americans. The Rafu Shimpo rests squarely at the scholarly intersection of Japanese history and the Japanese-American émigré community, especially in California, with its unique coverage of news, community history, and announcements of births, marriages, and deaths. Scholars of Japanese history and émigré communities will find this to be a valuable source for research with full search capabilities. Media and literary scholars will appreciate the rich archival history of the paper, with full high-quality page images (including photos, graphics and advertisements) from every issue available.

The Cambridge Archive Editions (CAE) East & Southeast Asia Collection are rich historical reference materials on political, territorial, and ethnic issues, now available from East View in online format or in print.

From the 16th century onward, Great Britain established consulates wherever possible. In East and Southeast Asia, there were British officials in Beijing, Shanghai, Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan, Tokyo, and more, all in the effort to further trade relations. The by-product was a steady stream of written information and observations on the national heritage and political development of many countries, made at a local level. These reports were preserved as historically authentic documents in facsimile, as well as numerous maps. The material is particularly rich for the study of boundary formation, claims and disputes, allowing users to easily find unique insight in maps, government documents, and more.

Titles include the following sets from the CAE East & Southeast Asia Collection:

- China Political Reports 1911-1960: A collection of reports covering the rise of Communism in China and its effects over more than half a century.
- China Political Reports 1961-1970: This is the second part of an integrated series of political reports on China in the 20th century.
- Hong Kong Annual Administration Reports 1841-1941: A collection of administration and related reports covering the first 100 years of British rule in Hong Kong.
- Korea Political and Economic Reports 1882-1970: All available diplomatic reports regarding Korea from the British National Archives.
- Taiwan Political and Economic Reports 1861-1960: The complete series of British diplomatic reports for the island of Taiwan.
- Straits Settlements Annual Reports 1855-1941: A collection of documents from the British Government tracing the history and development of Malaysia and Singapore.
- Shanghai Political and Economic Reports 1842-1943: This collection of primary documents establishes a comprehensive series of dispatches, from Shanghai, 1842-1943.

Online format: Full-image/full-text, with an English language interface. Platform: East View Universal Database. inquire for print editions. Learn more: eastview.com/cambridge-archive-editions-online
EOL ASIAONE

eol AsiaOne, a business financial database for comparative analyses, aggregates filings and other financial data from companies throughout Asia into a multi-lingual user-friendly platform. eol AsiaOne delivers basic business and financial data, exchange information, data on materials made public, share price information, and more. All data, graphs, etc. can be displayed in English, Japanese, Chinese (Simplified and Traditional), and Korean. The data may be viewed in seven different currency displays. Learn more: eastview.com/eol-asiaone

MAPVAULT®

MapVault delivers online streaming access to thousands of authoritative map series from China, North and South Korea, and other countries, regions, and oceans. Use MapVault’s platform to easily view map series, or download the data as layer files for use in GIS software. Learn more: eastview.com/mapvault

LANDSCAN

LandScan, a global population database showing geographical distribution of population at one-kilometer resolution over an average 24-hour period, represents the finest resolution global population distribution database available. LandScan is a useful application in research, educational, humanitarian, and corporate settings. Learn more: eastview.com/landscan

WORLD NEWS CONNECTION

The World News Connection Archive is a resource of news from around the world, covering the period 2006-2013, translated into English.

The information is obtained from newspaper articles, television and radio broadcasts, online sources, conference proceedings, periodicals, and non-classified reports.

Search for specific topics or browse current news from Asia or from any other region of the world. Learn more: eastview.com/world-news-connection-archive
China Mobilizes to Contain Coronavirus Outbreak

Mass Mobilization in China to Battle Epidemic
(Xinhua News Agency, Jan. 27, 2020. Complete text: Beijing – China estimated the Spring Festival holiday and postponed school openings on Monday [Jan. 27] while transport restrictions have been adopted in various areas to further contain the coronavirus outbreak. The seven-day Spring Festival vacation, scheduled to end on Jan. 30, was extended to Feb. 2. Universities, primary and middle schools and kindergartens across the country will postpone the opening of the spring semester until further notice, according to the General Office of the State Council.

FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS DIGITAL ARCHIVE
eastern-affairs
Print ISSN: 0206-149X Online ISSN: 1947-2647. Language: English.

The Current Digest of the Chinese Press
The Current Digest of the Chinese Press offers a broad-survey, comprehensive understanding of current events from the Chinese point of view using English articles from key Chinese news sources. Published weekly, The Current Digest includes articles on a wide variety of topics, including politics, international relations, security, economics, business, education, public health, culture and more.


Chinese Cultural Relics
The official English translation of the prestigious journal Wenwu, long considered the premier journal on the topic of Chinese archaeology and cultural history. Each issue of Chinese Cultural Relics includes complete translations of select content from Wenwu.

Back issues of Chinese Cultural Relics are available for a discounted price when bought with other products. Contact press@eastview.com for details.

FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS DIGITAL ARCHIVE
EastView also offers the digital archive of Far Eastern Affairs, starting from Issue No. 1, 1974. Since its inception, the journal has proven to be the premier scholarly publication in Russia for deep insight into the region as well as Russia’s role in shaping its social and political dynamics, attracting works from well-known scholars, practitioners, statesmen, diplomats, and analysts. Its primary objective is to cultivate and maintain a long-lasting, relevant, and academically rigorous scholarship on one of the most strategically and geopolitically important regions in the world. The Far Eastern Affairs digital archive is a complete collection of all 45 years of the journal, more than 190 issues, that is cross-searchable with other East View database resources. Learn more: eastviewpress.com/far-eastern-affairs

FEATURED NEWS STORIES

China Mobilizes to Contain Coronavirus Outbreak

The only scholarly Russian journal on the region available in English. Far Eastern Affairs is a quarterly journal of the Institute for Far Eastern Studies at the Russian Academy of Sciences. It provides unique perspectives on domestic and foreign affairs of China, Japan, North and South Korea, as well as Southeast Asian nations such as Vietnam, Thailand and Myanmar. Russia’s relations with these countries, and with China in particular, are key to understanding the history of this crucial region, as well as the shifting balance of power in today’s world. Far Eastern Affairs is an excellent resource for gaining insight into the Asia-Pacific region and Russia’s role in it.

Print ISSN: 0206-149X Online ISSN: 1947-2647. Language: English. Frequency: Quarterly. Learn more: eastviewpress.com/far-eastern-affairs

EAST VIEW PRESS – ASIAN STUDIES JOURNALS
East View Press is the journal and book publishing division of East View Information Services. East View Press publishes several resources on China and the Asia-Pacific region, including books and periodicals. Visit eastviewpress.com for more information.

Far Eastern Affairs

The only scholarly Russian journal on the region available in English. Far Eastern Affairs is a quarterly journal of the Institute for Far Eastern Studies at the Russian Academy of Sciences. It provides unique perspectives on domestic and foreign affairs of China, Japan, North and South Korea, as well as Southeast Asian nations such as Vietnam, Thailand and Myanmar. Russia’s relations with these countries, and with China in particular, are key to understanding the history of this crucial region, as well as the shifting balance of power in today’s world. Far Eastern Affairs is an excellent resource for gaining insight into the Asia-Pacific region and Russia’s role in it.

Print ISSN: 0206-149X Online ISSN: 1947-2647. Language: English. Frequency: Quarterly. Learn more: eastviewpress.com/far-eastern-affairs

The Current Digest of the Chinese Press
The Current Digest of the Chinese Press offers a broad-survey, comprehensive understanding of current events from the Chinese point of view using English articles from key Chinese news sources. Published weekly, The Current Digest includes articles on a wide variety of topics, including politics, international relations, security, economics, business, education, public health, culture and more.


Chinese Cultural Relics
The official English translation of the prestigious journal Wenwu, long considered the premier journal on the topic of Chinese archaeology and cultural history. Each issue of Chinese Cultural Relics includes complete translations of select content from Wenwu.

Back issues of Chinese Cultural Relics are available for a discounted price when bought with other products. Contact press@eastview.com for details.

FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS DIGITAL ARCHIVE
EastView also offers the digital archive of Far Eastern Affairs, starting from Issue No. 1, 1974. Since its inception, the journal has proven to be the premier scholarly publication in Russia for deep insight into the region as well as Russia’s role in shaping its social and political dynamics, attracting works from well-known scholars, practitioners, statesmen, diplomats, and analysts. Its primary objective is to cultivate and maintain a long-lasting, relevant, and academically rigorous scholarship on one of the most strategically and geopolitically important regions in the world. The Far Eastern Affairs digital archive is a complete collection of all 45 years of the journal, more than 190 issues, that is cross-searchable with other East View database resources. Learn more: eastviewpress.com/far-eastern-affairs
EAST VIEW PRESS – ASIAN STUDIES BOOKS

Shooting Star: China’s Military Machine in the 21st Century
As a long-time exporter of arms and various defense technologies to China, Russia is in a unique position to evaluate the changes and developments that have taken place within the Chinese defense industry over the last few decades. This book is an in-depth analysis of China’s arms imports and exports written by Moscow’s prestigious Centre for Analysis of Strategies and Technologies. This book presents an account of the major corporations that make up the current structure of China’s defense industry and a thorough survey of China’s activities on the international arms market. ISBN: 978-1-879944-09-1. Learn more or purchase: eastviewpress.com/shooting-star

High-Speed Rail Networks and Population Mobility Management in China
China’s high-speed rail networks have been world-renowned for their cutting-edge technology, efficiency and unparalleled ability to move large numbers of people over long distances. Co-published by East View Press and Social Sciences Academic Press, High-Speed Rail Networks and Population Mobility Management in China describes in great detail how this form of rapid transit has changed the way the Chinese live and work, as well as how cities in the country have grown and developed. Written by one of China’s preeminent sociologists, this book is a must-read for anyone wanting to understand the potential of high-speed rail networks and their effects on the world. ISBN: 9781879944770. Learn more or purchase: eastviewpress.com/china-high-speed-rail-networks
BOOK SERVICES

Rely on East View for the widest range of scholarly monographs from China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan, including e-books from China.

Buy books directly from our website at shop.eastview.com or send your selections by mail, e-mail, fax, or by phone.

Confidently place your standing orders with East View. Our experienced staff keeps close track of publishers to ensure every volume of your standing order is delivered on time. Ask about special discounts for standing orders.

We offer many options through our approval plan service. Your designated account manager will work with you to develop an approval plan profile, including subjects, level of publication, price limit, frequency of shipping, and more. You can define your approval by:

- Country or geographic region – We provide monographs from many Asian countries
- Language – We can also deliver books in specific languages
- Subject – Examples include fine arts, atlases and maps, law, statistical publications, and many more

East View offers brief RDA records, free of charge, for titles ordered through an approval plan. We are also able to receive purchase orders and provide invoices in EDI.

Sign up for our new title notification service to learn of the latest publications in your subject or region of interest at www.eastview.com/evmail.

East View is ready to serve you in building your collection, whether you prefer to place one or two orders, or set up a larger tailored approach. We are here to help.

SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES

Looking for a reliable supplier for periodicals from Asia? East View fulfills thousands of subscriptions to periodicals from across Asia for government, academic, and special libraries in all formats – print or online.

Great selection, acclaimed service, prompt dispatch, and guaranteed delivery are East View’s hallmarks. Our network of representatives allows us to offer the largest selection of periodicals, including many hard-to-find titles available nowhere else, from China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, North Korea, and South Korea.

East View guarantees that claims are honored promptly and without charge for any publication under subscription with East View. Replacement issue(s) are provided up to one year following the date of publication; back issues are available at affordable prices to fill collection gaps.
gaps. Plus, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) compatible with Voyager™ and other Integrated Library Systems are available at no cost for invoicing.

Orders are accepted online, by mail, phone or fax. You may pre-pay by using a major credit card, sending a wire transfer, check or money order, or listing a purchase order for your institution. Free shipping on all current periodicals (shipping costs on back issue orders still apply).

Due to the extreme volatility of the publishing world in countries of Asia, all prices are subject to change without notice. However, once an order is placed, East View will honor its price for the duration of the subscription year.

DOCUMENT DELIVERY
We provide convenient delivery of newspaper and journal articles, select back issues of journals and newspapers, conference materials, table of contents scans, etc. from China and other countries of East Asia.

DIGITIZATION SERVICES
It’s in the DNA of libraries to provide their researchers with the best and most extensive access to information, but the nature of print or microform collections limits access to researchers unable to visit the library during open hours.

Digitizing these unique collections helps libraries connect those resources with their researchers and researchers to your resources.

Partner with East View to convert materials currently in hard-to-use (microform) or deteriorating physical formats into digital resources accessible from any authenticated location 24/7.

At East View we understand that each project is unique. We offer a full range of services for digital conversion and hosting, including:

- Digitization and OCRing
- Sourcing materials to complete collections
- Custom metadata creation
- Rights diligence
- Project management
- Development of Open Access or Hybrid Open Access products
- Archival preservation
- Hosting for long-term online access

When you work with East View to digitize your collections you are getting so much more than just scanning services. We can handle the entire digitization, conversion and hosting process, consulting with you every step of the way to make sure the end product is customized to suit the exact needs of your collection.

Need to OCR Arabic? Have a collection with both simplified and traditional Chinese characters? Working with Church Slavonic? East View has the expertise to create the best solution for your needs.

What’s more, beyond commonly-collected language collections, East View has over 25 years’ experience working with area studies materials. We understand the challenges that come with working with non-Roman scripts, we know which platforms work best for different languages, and we can help you navigate the options to create a resource that meets your goals for scholarship and your collection. This is expertise that not many other outfits can match.

Contact us at info@eastview.com to get started with a free consultation or learn more: eastview.com/digitization-services.
About East View

Since 1989, East View has been providing high-quality information products and services in foreign languages and in English to a wide array of academic, commercial, and government customers throughout the world.

For more than 15 years, East View has offered more online resources from East Asia than any other company in North America.

Additionally, East View has built its own product line focused primarily on China. The China Comprehensive Gazetteers is our most significant project in this area to date. We have also created an online repository of pishu (皮书) white papers from the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, representing the best of contemporary Chinese scholarship in the social sciences from cultural to economic development. In 2019 East View partnered with the Center for Research Libraries to release an Open Access collection of late Qing Dynasty and Republican-era Chinese newspapers and in 2021, the Southeast Asian Newspapers, with more collections coming soon.

Whether you seek the latest census data, fine arts content, or legal information from China, business data from Hong Kong, or online newspapers from Japan, East View already has it or can procure it.

East View is committed to sourcing uncommon information from extraordinary places. Our expanded Asian offerings continue traditions started over three decades ago.

Contact and Pricing

COMPANY HEADQUARTERS
East View Information Services, Inc.
10601 Wayzata Boulevard
Minneapolis, MN 55305 USA
Tel.: +1.952.252.1201
N. America Toll-free: (800) 477-1005
Fax: +1.952.252.1202
Email: General inquiries: info@eastview.com
  facebook.com/EastViewCompanies
  twitter.com/EastViewPeeps

RUSSIA
IVIS, Ltd.
Tel.: +7.495.777.6557
E-mail: sales@ivis.ru
Website: http://www.ivis.ru/

CHINA
Centre for Development of Contemporary Economic Information and Culture (CINFO)
Website: http://www.cinfo.net.cn

JAPAN
Pacific Vision Corp. (PVC), Tokyo
Tel.: 03-6222-8757
E-mail: evis_info@pvc.jp